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The likely outcome of the Presidential Election, on November 3, 2020 
Also see updates at end of this site, which point to major Republican vote tampering.  And what is 

happening in the Georgia Senators Runoff elections on January 5, 2021 
Also, see timeline on page 3 and updates to it. 

 
As of 12/8/20 many elements of Trumps attempted coup have failed, only Wisconsin missed the 
12/8/20 deadline called Safe Harbor Day (see time line below), to certify their vote, which is due 
to an on-going lawsuit by Trump and his allies. 
 
This webpage serves to chronicle the attempted coup. 
 
Also see these 4 articles written post the January 6th 2021 attempted coup: 
1) Jonathan Simon Introduction to Election Forensics of November 2020 election. 
http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/jsimonarticleintro.pdf  
2) Jonathan Simon detailed analysis of with illustrations of November 2020 election 
http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/TheRealSteal-Analysis.pdf 
3) GOP hacking by J. Cohn 
http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/GOPHackingCohnSieglman.pdf 
4) Trump attempted coup is not over. 
http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/AtlanticarticleonTrumpcoupplus1121.pdf 
 
 
As of 10-27-2020, it appears the Supreme Court, through Justice Kavanaugh, has signal team 
Trump to file suit to force a stop in vote counting after election day.  The details about this 
development are at the end of this site starting at page 8. 
 
This may be in response to what President Donald Trump said:  he is “counting on the federal 
court system” to ensure that the winner of the November presidential election is called just hours 
after the polls close, despite current rules across the country allowing ballots to be counted 
several days to weeks after the election. 
 
“Now we’re counting on the federal court system to make it so that we can actually have an 
evening where we know who wins. Not where the votes are going to be counted a week later or 
two weeks later,” he said at a rally in North Carolina Saturday. 
 
1. On November 3rd around 11 pm PST many of the results of the voting at the polls (both early 
poll voting and election day voting) will likely be announced by the major TV and radio networks. 
 
The announcement of in person voting will probably show Trump/Pence ahead in that vote, 
which is available to report long before the mail-in or drop box vote has been counted in most 
states. 
 
The below graph shows why Trump might win the election day walk-in and early poll vote. 
You can see Trump/Pence probably will have a 64+15= 79% poll turn-out compared to 
Biden/Harris 25+31= 56%, which is a 23% advantage in the polling places voter turnout. 
 

http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/jsimonarticleintro.pdf
http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/TheRealSteal-Analysis.pdf
http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/GOPHackingCohnSieglman.pdf
http://saveyourfreedoms.us/syf/Election2020/AtlanticarticleonTrumpcoupplus1121.pdf
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This potential 23% advantage in the poll votes, is partly because Trump has encouraged his 
supporters to vote at the polls.  Trump will declare that he is winner because as he has said 
many times the mail-in and drop box vote has many fraudulent votes, and he will contest the 
results of that vote. 
 
The Trump team understood several things: anything that encourages a higher turn-out in 
elections tends to favor Democrats, and that mail-in votes have a much higher rejection rate 
than poll votes and that the rejection rates are highest in traditional Democratic voter 
demographics, that is,  Latinx, Afro-American and Asian.  One of the reasons Trump was happy 
to have Biden encourage his voters to avoid potential Covid infection by voting via mail-in 
instead of at the polls. 
 
The above is supported by this article: 
“The Election That Could Break America” 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/11/what-if-trump-refuses-concede/616424/ 
Interview with author of report about the report 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/why-voters-should-expect-unusual-events-this-election 
 
 
2.  The Trump team contesting of the mail-in and drop box will start in the days after November 
3rd.  Besides teams of lawyers Trump has enlisted many thousands of volunteers to question the 
voting counting process, who will operate in areas where there are a high percentage of Latinx, 
Afro-American and Asian voters, who traditionally vote Democratic.  They will question the 
envelope signatures of the signed mail -in ballots and anything else that they can claim is a flaw 
in the way the ballot was marked.  These volunteers will attempt to disrupt the voting process 
and counting process in any swing state that have the potential of not favoring Trump/Pence. 
 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/11/what-if-trump-refuses-concede/616424/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/why-voters-should-expect-unusual-events-this-election
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Or team Trump may ask the Supreme Court to intervene and stop the count as described at the 
end of this article. 
 
“More than 1 million people could lose their vote on Nov. 3. That’s the best-case scenario” 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/10/08/rejected-mail-ballots-
projected-major-factor-2020-election/3576714001/ 
 
At this point it is important to review the timeline enacted into law, because in the 2020 election 
there, most likely, will be challenges that disrupt the usual flow ending a presidential election. 
 
Nov. 3: The first step is Election Day. Voters in all 50 states technically are not voting for a 
president, but for a slate of electors who are pledged to support one of the presidential 
candidates in a later vote. Voters can cast their ballots on or before Nov. 3, but voting stops 
when polls close. States then can count the votes. 
 
Nov. 4 or 5.  If Trump is winning the reported vote at the end of election day on Nov. 3rd, then 
his lawyers may file a lawsuit asking the Supreme Court to stop the count of mail-in ballots.  
This is bolstered by Justice Kavanaugh’s written concurrence in a related suit released on 10-
27-20 supporting ending vote counting by the end of election day. Additionally, Trump on 10-28-
20 made a statement supporting the idea that vote counting should end on election day.  If 
Biden is winning the walk-in and early walk-in vote reported at the end of election day, then this 
may not occur, which is unlikely given polling shows Trump has been more effective at getting 
his voters to vote in person instead of by mail. 
 
Late November/Early December: Each state has its own deadline to certify the election. 
However, if ballot disputes, litigation or other factors delay the count, blowing this deadline 
doesn’t invoke a penalty in the presidential race. 
 
Dec. 8: This is known as the safe harbor deadline. That means that Congress cannnot 
challenge any electors named by this date in accordance with state law. Most states want their 
electors named by this deadline, to ensure Congress cannot disregard them. 
As of 12-8-20 with case pending in state court, Wisconsin is only state to miss election safe-
harbor deadline 
Molly Beck and Associated Press 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel USA TODAY NETWORK-Wisconsin 
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/12/08/wisconsin-only-state-miss-
election-safe-harbor-deadline/6496378002/  
 
Dec. 14: This is the date when electors are required to meet in their states and cast their ballots 
for president. Missing this deadline could mean a state’s electors don’t count in the presidential 
tally. Any electors seated between Dec. 8 and this date can still vote, but they could theoretically 
be challenged by Congress. Also, by this date the governor of each state must certify the state’s 
presidential election and slate of electors. 
As of end of day Dec. 14th 2020, the electors in each State met and voted, which official gave 
Joe Biden over 270 electoral votes, which is what is needed for the next step. 
 
Dec. 23: The states are supposed to transmit their votes to Congress by this date.  
 

https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/10/08/rejected-mail-ballots-projected-major-factor-2020-election/3576714001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/10/08/rejected-mail-ballots-projected-major-factor-2020-election/3576714001/
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/12/08/wisconsin-only-state-miss-election-safe-harbor-deadline/6496378002/
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/12/08/wisconsin-only-state-miss-election-safe-harbor-deadline/6496378002/
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Jan. 3: The newly elected 117th Congress will be sworn in on Jan. 3, 2021. Three days later, it 
is supposed to assemble in joint session to formally open the electors’ ballots, count them and 
declare a winner. Only then is the president officially “elected.” 
 
Any pair of one senator and one representative can object to any of those votes as “not having 
been regularly given” (that is, not cast according to law). Following the 2004 election, for 
instance, Rep. Stephanie Tubbs Jones, D-Ohio, and Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., filed an 
objection against Ohio’s 20 electoral votes, alleging “numerous, serious election irregularities” in 
that state. But to sustain such an objection, both chambers must vote (separately) to do so. In 
the Ohio case, they both overwhelmingly rejected the challenge. 
 
Jan. 6: Congress counts the electoral votes. Typically, this process formally certifies a winner. 
 
But if no candidate wins a majority of electors, the House votes to determine who becomes 
president. This procedure is laid out in the 12th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Each 
state’s delegation gets one vote, and the winner of 26 state delegations becomes president. The 
Senate votes for the vice president.  
Other disputes could also break out. Congress can reject electors not correctly seated by the 
Dec. 8 deadline. If states submit competing slates of electors — as happened in the 1876 
presidential election — Congress will have to determine which one to count. An 1887 law 
passed after that episode gives broad guidance on how to do that, but it’s never come up again, 
so no one knows exactly what the procedure might be.  
 
Jan. 20: By noon on this day, the Constitution says a new presidential term begins. If Congress 
has not yet certified a winner of the presidential election, federal law designates an acting 
president based on which elected officials are in office. If there is no president or vice president 
whose election has been certified by Congress, for example, the Speaker of the House 
becomes president. If there isn’t a speaker in office, the President Pro Tempore of the Senate 
becomes president. 
 
The above timeline is largely from the below two articles: 
https://apnews.com/article/how-president-takes-power-timeline-
ebdd155bcd75922e724297f2c5e9a029 
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/22/election-night-marks-the-end-of-one-phase-
of-campaign-2020-and-the-start-of-another/ 
 
Relevant to how the electors are chosen mentioned in the timeline above: 
 
Could Republicans ignore the popular vote and choose their own pro-Trump electors?  
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/sep/25/trump-attack-election-electors-republicans 
 
The Trump campaign is reportedly planning a way to bypass the 2020 election results in key 
swing states 
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-biden-electoral-college-electors-plan-loyalists-swing-
states-2020-9 
 
In the 2020 election the smooth transition of power is not likely to take place, and parts of the 
US population are preparing for what they perceive as a form of a coup, encouraged by Trump’s 
statements supporting far-right groups such as the “proud boys” and “Qanon”.  Gun sales are up 

https://apnews.com/article/how-president-takes-power-timeline-ebdd155bcd75922e724297f2c5e9a029
https://apnews.com/article/how-president-takes-power-timeline-ebdd155bcd75922e724297f2c5e9a029
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/22/election-night-marks-the-end-of-one-phase-of-campaign-2020-and-the-start-of-another/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/22/election-night-marks-the-end-of-one-phase-of-campaign-2020-and-the-start-of-another/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/sep/25/trump-attack-election-electors-republicans
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-biden-electoral-college-electors-plan-loyalists-swing-states-2020-9
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-biden-electoral-college-electors-plan-loyalists-swing-states-2020-9
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over 500 percent in many places, and gun stores have run out of stock in a number of localities, 
even in California and Oregon, which will poll strongly for Biden. 
 

  
 
In relation to the potential violence one should be aware that the police (approximately 800,000 
in the US) have largely come out in support of Trump.  The Fraternal Order of Police, which has 
more than 355,000 members nationally endorsed Trump.  In many reports, Trump ordered the 
US Marshalls to commit an extrajudicial killing of a person suspected of killing a right-wing 
armed activist.  It appears the US military generals have sent a minor signal that they will remain 
neutral plus recent polling shows the military has as a very slight support for Biden.  Trump has 
many emergency powers he can invoke, like Federalizing the National Guard, which is normally 
controlled by the Governors of each state. 
 

 
 
 
The above is supported by the below articles: 
Trump’s popularity slips in latest Military Times poll — and more troops say they’ll vote for Biden 
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2020/08/31/as-trumps-popularity-slips-
in-latest-military-times-poll-more-troops-say-theyll-vote-for-biden/ 
 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-law-enforcement/trump-wins-backing-of-largest-
u-s-police-union-as-he-touts-law-and-order-idUSKBN25V22V 
 
If there was no extensive cheating by Trump, then Biden might win, polls average on 10-27-20 
show: Biden 52.3%  Trump 42.8%        https://fivethirtyeight.com/politics/ 
The polling does not account for the massive cheating occurring by team Trump. 
 
Unfortunately, team Trump continues to engage in the quasi-legal activities of voter 
suppression, such as, massive voter poll closings in Latinx, Afro-American and Asian areas, 
increased prohibitive requirements for mail-in ballots, and voter roll purges targeting Democratic 
voter areas.  Due to the federal courts being packed by the Republican senate majority, many of 

https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2020/08/31/as-trumps-popularity-slips-in-latest-military-times-poll-more-troops-say-theyll-vote-for-biden/
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2020/08/31/as-trumps-popularity-slips-in-latest-military-times-poll-more-troops-say-theyll-vote-for-biden/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-law-enforcement/trump-wins-backing-of-largest-u-s-police-union-as-he-touts-law-and-order-idUSKBN25V22V
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-law-enforcement/trump-wins-backing-of-largest-u-s-police-union-as-he-touts-law-and-order-idUSKBN25V22V
https://fivethirtyeight.com/politics/
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these anti-democracy activities will be upheld in the courts.  This set of voter suppression 
activities by team Trump will narrow Biden’s wide polling lead, when it comes to actual votes. 
 

 
 
 
The below articles support the above information is a more detailed manner. 
Fake List to Steal Wisconsin 
Court Hears Lawsuit to Purge Voters on List 
https://mailchi.mp/gregpalast/revealed-fake-list-to-steal-wisconsin 
 
The Voting Disaster Ahead 
Intentional voter suppression and unintentional suppression of the vote will collide in November. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/voter-suppression-novembers-looming-
election-crisis/613408/ 
 
Voter Suppression is a Key Part of the GOP’s Electoral Strategy 
Republicans are closing polling stations in areas of high minority population growth. 
https://washingtonmonthly.com/2020/03/02/voter-suppression-is-a-key-part-of-the-gops-
electoral-strategy/ 
 
The best chance that Biden/Harris have to win and have a relatively peaceful transition of 
power, is for Biden to win the in-person polling voting (both on election day and early in person 
voting), because Trump is counting on winning the in person poll vote, he has not disparaged it 
the way he has mail-in or drop-box voting. 
Working against Biden winning that polling place vote is the likely 23% advantage Trump might 
have as detailed at the start of this article and shown in the graph. 
One hopeful sign is that early in person poll voting is occurring in record numbers, which 
appears to have a percentage of Democratic voters reflective of their higher registration in many 
states.  This may erode the advantage shown in the graph at the start of this article. 
 
Unfortunately, team Trump has one other manipulation that they are likely to exercise to assure 
that they win the in-person poll voting in critical swing states, which is electronically altering the 
vote.  It appears team Trump did this in the 2016 election in three swing states: Wisconsin, 
North Carolina, and Pennsylvania to win the election.   For Senate races this happened in 
Missouri, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania.  Many of the experts involved in Election Fraud 
detection know this took place and it is detailed in some articles and websites. 
One is SaveYourFreedoms.us 

https://mailchi.mp/gregpalast/revealed-fake-list-to-steal-wisconsin
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/voter-suppression-novembers-looming-election-crisis/613408/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/voter-suppression-novembers-looming-election-crisis/613408/
https://washingtonmonthly.com/2020/03/02/voter-suppression-is-a-key-part-of-the-gops-electoral-strategy/
https://washingtonmonthly.com/2020/03/02/voter-suppression-is-a-key-part-of-the-gops-electoral-strategy/
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The question is in which states will this electronic vote fraud take place in 2020? 
The big six swing states: Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Arizona, Florida, and North 
Carolina are the states that are viewed as most likely to determine the outcome.  These states 
plus Ohio, Iowa, Georgia and Minnesota are all potential targets for team Trump electronic 
malfeasance. 
 

 
 
The questions Electronic Election Fraud experts tend to ask to predict which states will have the 
highest probability of election electronic voter fraud are:  What voting machines are used, is 
there a truly auditable real paper trail, that is, a marked ballot with the voter choices printed in a 
human readable form and will the audit procedure after the election use the human readable 
form (not the printed bar code results) in the audit?  Will the audit be large enough to be 
statistically significant at least for the top of the ticket races? Or even more reliable, are fully 
hand marked ballots used, with the ballots having the same audit criteria as previously stated?  
In all cases is there a secure chain custody of actual ballot and is it securely stored in case of 
election challenges?  
 
For the 2020 Presidential Race, in determining which states are likely to commit electronic vote 
fraud for Trump or Senators, other relevant questions are: Who is the governor, secretary of 
state, attorney general and if the state has an election board, who are its members.  
 
As of Oct 25, 2019 — only 4 states have a statutory requirement for a risk-limiting audit: 
Colorado, Nevada (pilots in 2020, all counties in 2022), Rhode Island, and Virginia 
https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/post-election-audits635926066.aspx 
 
Related to preventing another theft of an election: Edison Research, who does election day exit 
polling paid for by major networks.  Pressure the networks to order Edison not to change the 
results of the exit polls (usually anywhere from 9 pm to 11 pm PST) to conform to the “actual 
vote”.  That is, post state reported actual vote and exit poll vote side by side, which will serve as 
small check and balance.  If they would have done that in 2016 it would have allowed the public 
to see the unambiguous thief in three swing states. 
 
Watching the swing states listed above will be important.  One sees a big shift favorable to 
Trump from the Exit Poll results before forced conformity reported results, it is an indication of 
election fraud. 
 

https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/post-election-audits635926066.aspx
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Many personal and procedures have changed for the 2020, somewhat in a positive direction for 
election security in the three swing states (North Carolina, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania) that team 
Trump probably (18,000 to 1 probability in NC) stole the election in 2016.  It is more difficult to 
make a good estimate where election fraud might occur in 2020. 
 
After the polls close in a state, the complete exit poll crosstabs will be posted on ABCNews.com, 
and other networks.  A good idea is to screen shot capture the exit polls before they are 
changed to conform to the reported vote from the states. 
 
Voting methods and equipment (type) by state 
https://ballotpedia.org/Voting_methods_and_equipment_by_state 
 
Voting equipment by state and other data 
https://verifiedvoting.org/verifier/#mode/navigate/map/ppEquip/mapType/normal/year/2020 
 
National Election Pool (NEP) and Edison Research 
NEP & EDISON RESEARCH TO ONCE AGAIN CONDUCT EXIT POLL OF RECORD  
October 12, 2020/in Edison in the News, Election Polling, Featured, Uncategorized /by Edison 
Research 
With record numbers of Americans expected to vote before Election Day, the exit poll of record, 
conducted by Edison Research on behalf of ABC News, CBS News, CNN and NBC News, will 
begin interviewing voters at early voting locations around the country on October 13. 
https://www.edisonresearch.com/category/election-polling/ 
 
Who are the people in powerful positions in government that would initiate and defend electronic 
fraud, besides Trump and his cadre of self-interest types? 
The Republican Party, at the upper echelons or power, has set of people with a strong belief 
that God is on their side and any means justifies their end goals.  At executive branch level this 
includes Mike Pence, Pompeo, and the new Supreme Court justice Amy Coney Barrett, who all 
believe they are doing God’s work and any means justify those ends. 
 
One can see if Trump forces the issue into the Supreme Court Biden will likely lose, 
unless he has clearly won on election day via in-person vote.  A prelude to the court’s 
decision is stated by Justice Kavanaugh (below). 
 
“Justice Brett Kavanaugh on Monday night set the battle lines for how the Supreme Court 
should consider post-election lawsuits that could determine the outcome of the presidential race. 
Kavanaugh's language overall mirrors President Donald Trump's rhetoric about calling a winner 
on election night. 
.. 
Election Day, Kavanaugh wrote in his concurring opinion, "want to avoid the chaos and 
suspicions of impropriety that can ensue if thousands of absentee ballots flow in after Election 
Day and potentially flip the results of an election." 
 
But those announcements by the networks of election results are in no way official: They are 
projections made by national broadcast networks and wire services, based on how partial 
results compare to historical outcomes -- not by the states themselves, which typically take 
weeks before certifying elections.  
 

https://ballotpedia.org/Voting_methods_and_equipment_by_state
https://verifiedvoting.org/verifier/%23mode/navigate/map/ppEquip/mapType/normal/year/2020
https://www.edisonresearch.com/category/election-polling/
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Republican state legislatures in some states, including Pennsylvania, have blocked efforts to 
speed up the counting of mail-in ballots on election night. In Pennsylvania, the GOP-led 
legislature opposed changing policies to allow clerks to begin processing absentee ballots -- 
which have been cast by more Democrats than Republicans there -- before November 
 
Kavanaugh referenced Bush v. Gore, the court's opinion that decided the 2000 election along 
partisan and ideological lines and is still so controversial that it is rarely cited as precedent. He is 
one of three current justices -- along with John Roberts and Amy Coney Barrett -- who worked 
on Bush's side during the legal fight at the time.” 
The above is excerpted from: 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/27/politics/kavanaugh-supreme-court-trump-biden/index.html 
 
Echoing Trump, Kavanaugh argues states have an interest in finalizing results on Election Day 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/10/27/supreme-court-kavanaugh-
echoes-trump-argument-counting-late-absentee-ballots-could-flip-results-elec/3747059001/ 
 
If the major networks had any integrity, given the above, they would refuse to call the election 
winner until days after election day when more of the mail-in votes will have been counted. 
 
It is obvious since the evening of 10-26-20 when Kavanaugh telegraphed to team Trump via his 
concurring decision that they should file suit to have the Supreme Court stop the vote at the end 
of election day, similar to what occurred in Florida in 2000, but an even more egregious 
subversion of democracy in that it is earlier. 
 
If the Biden/Harris team have any strategic intelligence, they should be campaigning to have 
their voters, in the swing states ,who have not voted yet, use the early in person voting 
provisions of their state to vote in person, not by mail or absentee. 
 
This website shows the law for each state as far as early voting. 
https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/early-voting-in-state-elections.aspx 
As of 10-28-20 it appears all of the swing states except Pennsylvania still have early voting 
open.  Check the above site. 
 
What can be done:  Urge the TV and radio networks to not call the election on election day, 
unless Biden is overwhelmingly ahead, which is unlikely given all of the previously mentioned 
factors.  Alert in anyway possible, the public about the details of the coup in process by team 
Trump.  If you are in a swing state and have not voted, vote in person at the polls, or evidence 
points to your vote not being counted. 
 
Will the US media call the right winner on election night? Don't count on it  
We can’t rely on the media to call the election fairly. Here’s what we need to do about it 
his November’s presidential election may be close, and it is certain to be disputed. Remember 
what happened in November of 2000? Florida was called prematurely for Gore at 8pm, then 
called again for Bush at 2.30am. Gore conceded privately to Bush but later retracted the 
concession as an automatic recount began. The Bush team was skilled and successful in the 
propaganda war that followed. Something like this could happen again. The upcoming election 
will be fought out in the media over how and when votes are counted and the results interpreted. 
Despite the uncertainty of a large number of mailed ballots, the media outlets will again compete 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/27/politics/kavanaugh-supreme-court-trump-biden/index.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/10/27/supreme-court-kavanaugh-echoes-trump-argument-counting-late-absentee-ballots-could-flip-results-elec/3747059001/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/10/27/supreme-court-kavanaugh-echoes-trump-argument-counting-late-absentee-ballots-could-flip-results-elec/3747059001/
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to make the call and earn the eyeballs of viewers on election night. We need to take innovative 
steps, starting now, to ensure the election is called in a fair and accurate way. 
Wed 7 Oct 2020 06.27 EDT 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/oct/07/us-media-election-night-apsa 
 
 
Supreme Court 
RBG replaced by                                        Ultra Conservative Amy Coney Barrett 

        
 
 
 
09/20/2020 02:45 pm ET Updated Sep 21, 2020 
Trump: ‘We’re Counting’ On Federal Courts To Declare Election Night Winner 
Trump’s push to have the election called on Nov. 3 would disregard multiple states’ rules that 
allow ballots to be counted after election night. 
President Donald Trump said he is “counting on the federal court system” to ensure that the 
winner of the November presidential election is called just hours after the polls close, despite 
current rules across the country allowing ballots to be counted several days to weeks after the 
election. 
“Now we’re counting on the federal court system to make it so that we can actually have an 
evening where we know who wins. Not where the votes are going to be counted a week later or 
two weeks later,” he said at a rally in North Carolina Saturday. 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-wants-courts-to-declare-election-day-
winner_n_5f67731cc5b6de79b676be27 
 
 
How Donald Trump Plans to Overthrow American Democracy 
By Sean Wilentz, Rolling Stone 31 October 20 
Current polls suggest the president cannot win the election. That doesn’t mean he can’t steal it. 
Unless we awaken, the American people may well be sleepwalking into an electoral coup d’etat. 
https://readersupportednews.org/opinion2/277-75/65966-how-donald-trump-plans-to-overthrow-
american-democracy 
 
 
 
 
Current lawsuits related to election before election day. 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/oct/07/us-media-election-night-apsa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-wants-courts-to-declare-election-day-winner_n_5f67731cc5b6de79b676be27
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-wants-courts-to-declare-election-day-winner_n_5f67731cc5b6de79b676be27
https://readersupportednews.org/opinion2/277-75/65966-how-donald-trump-plans-to-overthrow-american-democracy
https://readersupportednews.org/opinion2/277-75/65966-how-donald-trump-plans-to-overthrow-american-democracy
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Democrats and Republicans are engaged in a furious struggle over voting rights. In almost 
every instance, Democrats are trying to make it easier for Americans to cast ballots, and 
Republicans are trying to make it harder. 
Much of the fight involves voting by mail, which many people would prefer to do this year, to 
minimize their risk of contracting the coronavirus at a polling place. Lawyers have already filed 
more than 300 lawsuits, across 44 states, over issues related to pandemic voting. The most 
important cases are in the battleground states on which the presidential election or Senate 
control could hinge. 
 
Here are the latest developments: 
Pennsylvania: The state’s highest court has ruled that election officials should count mailed 
ballots that arrive up to three days after Election Day. Pennsylvania Republicans are trying to 
get the Supreme Court to reverse the order, so that only ballots received by Election Day will 
count. 
 
North Carolina: Republicans and the Trump campaign have asked the Supreme Court to block 
the state’s board of elections from extending the deadline to receive mail ballots. The board has 
said ballots can arrive until Nov. 12, as long as they were mailed by Election Day. 
Wisconsin: The five Republican-appointed justices on the Supreme Court sided on Monday with 
Republican officials in Wisconsin, ruling that ballots must arrive by 8 p.m. on Election Day to 
count. (A lower-court ruling would have allowed state officials to count any mailed ballots 
postmarked by Election Day and received up to six days later.) In response, the state’s 
Democratic Party is urging voters to return mail ballots in person — to a drop box or clerk’s 
office — rather than mailing them. 
 
Nevada: The Trump campaign has sued to stop the counting of absentee ballots in the Las 
Vegas area, evidently hoping to challenge the signatures on many ballots. Last night, the 
campaign and Nevada Republican Party filed a separate lawsuit, seeking detailed information 
on the vote-counting process. 
 
Texas: The state’s top court yesterday upheld a policy announced by Greg Abbott, the 
Republican governor, which limits each county to a single drop-off box for mailed ballots. The 
state’s largest county — Harris, which includes Houston — is home to 4.7 million people. 
 
Michigan: A conservative judge yesterday overturned an order by Secretary of State Jocelyn 
Benson, a Democrat, and ruled that people could carry unconcealed guns at polling places on 
Election Day. 
 
In many of these cases, Republicans have argued that changing voting rules because of the 
pandemic could lead to fraud (a claim that’s largely baseless) and that allowing ballots to be 
counted after Election Day leads to confusion and chaos. 
 
Democrats have argued that protecting people’s right to vote, during a national crisis, should be 
top priority. Democrats have also pointed out that some Republicans have changed their 
position on the counting of mailed ballots: When late-arriving ballots seemed likely to help 
George W. Bush in Florida in 2000, Republicans argued that the state should count them. 
via NY Times email on 10-27-20 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SoJI_KNV0Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SoJI_KNV0Q
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funny video about will happen in election 2020,  3:50 minutes total , at 1:42 start of the 2020 
election 
 
The series of tables below (with different dates) will be updated again as more votes are counted. 
It appears, as in 2016, there was considerable vote altering by team Trump operatives in critical swing states, and 
other states where they did not need to. table from https://tdmsresearch.com 
The first table on November 5th 2020 may have the highest % of at poll voting, compared to mail-in. 
The last table is of the Senate Races and results. 
 

 
 

https://tdmsresearch.com/
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Georgia Republicans Are Going All-In on Voter Suppression 
In Cobb County, the third most populous county in the state, less than half of early-voting 
locations are scheduled to be open for the January election; while there had previously been 11 
locations for the county’s more than 537,000 voters, now there will only be five. 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/12/georgia-republicans-are-going-all-in-on-voter-
suppression 
 
Activists Are Primed to Fight GOP Voter Suppression Tactics In Georgia's Runoff 
A report in September revealed that nearly 200,000 people have been purged from the voter 
rolls in Georgia 
https://www.theroot.com/activists-are-primed-to-fight-gop-voter-suppression-tac-1845835497 
 
The Voting ‘Irregularity’ in Georgia Is That Republicans Didn’t Win 
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/11/the-voting-irregularity-in-georgia-is-that-gop-didnt-
win.html 
 
 
 
News release: 
Georgia’s election on January 5, 2021 for 2 Senators and a update on the largely undisclosed 
Republican Party’s national election strategy. 
 
 
Georgia Republican Senators running for election are asking Georgia’s Secretary of State 
(Brad Raffensperger), who is a Republican, to resign because he did not rig the election 
so they would not have to be in a run-off in January 2021. 
 

  Georgia’s Secretary of State, Brad Raffensperger 
 
Republicans, David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler said, what good is it to have a Republican 
Secretary of State if he will not follow organized crime’s, sorry, we mean the Republican party’s 
election program.  You have sorely disappointed the Godfather and his lieutenant, Lindsey 
Graham, and there will be consequences. 
 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/12/georgia-republicans-are-going-all-in-on-voter-suppression
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/12/georgia-republicans-are-going-all-in-on-voter-suppression
https://www.theroot.com/activists-are-primed-to-fight-gop-voter-suppression-tac-1845835497
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/11/the-voting-irregularity-in-georgia-is-that-gop-didnt-win.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/11/the-voting-irregularity-in-georgia-is-that-gop-didnt-win.html
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David Perdue and Kelly Loeffle   Lindsey Graham Senator   The Godfather Mr. T 

     
 
David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler went on in the interview to say, in addressing Brad 
Raffensperger: 
The Don’s minions donated to your campaign and you show no respect by attempting to run a 
clean election.  Part of the problem might be your engineering-science background; in the 
Republican party we are not constrained by science.  My god, you are even adhering to risk-limit 
audits science on the Presidential election recount.  Why do you think senator Mitch McConnel, 
Don of the Senate Majority, blocked Securing America's Federal Elections Act(SAFE Act) and 
the For the People Act, from even being heard in the Senate.  Among other things, it contains 
risk-limit audits of human readable paper ballots.  
 
                                   Senator Mitch McConnel and Trump 

    
 
With approximately, 55% of the voting public starting to recognize corruption as a problem for 
their survival, the Republican Party will never win another election if we have honest elections. 
In the tradition of the mafia, Republican enforcer, Steve Bannon, said: Dr. Fauci and the director 
of the FBI, should have their heads cut-off and put it on a pike, if they do not get with the 
program.  Bannon’s warning applies to you Mr. Secretary of State.  Trump, the Don to us 
Republicans, expects complete loyalty in the ranks or there will be consequences. 
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Steve Bannon                               FBI director Wray  Steve Bannon     Dr. Fauci 

   
 
 
There is still time to redeem yourself in the upcoming Georgia Senate races.  The voting 
machines and tabulation software Georgia uses have some potentially hackable entry points as 
election fraud detection activists have pointed out.  With your cooperation we can win in 
January.  We will follow the Don’s game plan:  Alert our voters to vote in person and not by mail 
as Trump did in the general election, by constantly casting doubt on mail-in ballots.  We can 
hack the vulnerable voting machines, which in Georgia print out a paper ballot with a proprietary 
bar code that no human can read, then remember in any audit to automatically scan the bar 
code instead of manually tallying the selected candidates’ printed names on the ballot. 
 

    
 
As in the general election, our voters will come to the polls in higher numbers, and we can follow 
the Don’s example and claim the hand marked mail-in ballots are manipulated or other vague 
problems with mail-in ballots.  Remember do not do a risk-limit-audit of the actual ballot’s 
candidates’ names selected.  We and Capo dei capi, Mr. T., will be carefully watching and we 
expect allegiance. 
 
Giuliani and Trump 
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Mr. Secretary of State of Georgia, if you show allegiance to Mr. T., you do not have to worry 
about getting caught.  The Don and his consigliere, Giuliani, will put up a smoke screen that will 
protect you.  We will catch you up on a little history to show you how well protected you will be if 
you tilt the scale for us.  Remember in 2016 and North Carolina, where before the exit polls 
were re-weighted to conform to the cast vote, the deviation of the cast vote from the exit polls in 
favor of Trump was so much greater than the margin of error, that it could only happen in 1 in 
18,000 elections.  This was a big red flag to the 25 or so election fraud experts in the US, but 
ignored by the major media and Democratic National Committee (DNC) type Democrats like 
Hillary Clinton.  DNC types do not understand computerized voting systems vulnerabilities, but 
Mr. T and Pence and his religious right teams do, and among others we have ins with the ES&S 
voting machine company, which has a long loyal history with the Republican Party. 
You might want to read this article to understand ES&S’s relationship to the Republican party: 
Titled: 
America’s largest (and arguably most problematic) voting machine vendor is ES&S, not 
Dominion Voting 
In September 2020, a Texas examiner’s report said there was a “ bug” in ES&S’s hash 
verification script. What happened after is unknown. 
by Jennifer Cohn 
https://jennycohn1.medium.com/es-s-is-americas-largest-voting-machine-vendor-7ac10934a923 
 
 
Edison Research, the exit poll company, the major media uses for election predictions, 
attempted to explain this 18,000 in 1 a normally by saying they must have done the sampling 
wrong in the 3 swing states with large shifts from exit poll results compared to cast vote, to 
Trump.  If the major media or DNC and looked with any depth they would have noticed the 
Edison Research sampling methods, in 2016, were perfect in the two largest and most diverse 
states, Texas and California.  In California, the deviation from exit poll to cast vote count was 
0.0% and in Texas 0.3% which is statistically a perfect predication by the exit polls, by deduction 
this says Edison Research has the sampling science of exit polls well worked out. 
Brad, you being a science guy, can understand the two tables below one showing California and 
Texas, perfect predications and other table of North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin 
critical swing states which we tilted the 2016 election to Mr. T. 
 
This and a more detailed look at both the 2016 and 2020 election are at SaveYourFreedoms.us 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://jennycohn1.medium.com/es-s-is-americas-largest-voting-machine-vendor-7ac10934a923
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Presidential 

Election 

Clinton vs 

Trump  --- 

State plus 

(sample size 

of Exit Poll) 

shown 

CNN Published Exit Polls (EP) Reported Vote Count (VC) EP/VC Discrepancies 

Clinton 
EP 

Trump 
EP 

Margin 

Trump- 

Clinton+ 

Margin of 

Error 

(MOE) on 

the 

Difference 

Clinton 
VC 

Trump 
VC 

Margin   Trump+ 
Clinton- 

Margin 

Discrepancy 

in Favor of 

Trump 

Discrepancy 

Greater 

Than EP 

MOE 

California 

(2282)* 60.0% 31.5% 28.5% 3.7% 61.5% 33.0% 28.5% 0.0% 0% 

Texas 

(2610)* 42.3% 51.8% 9.5% 3.7% 43.4% 52.6% 9.2% 0.3% 0% 

 
 
 

In 2016 election 

 
 

 
 
 
The procedures that can spoil our electronic vote flipping plans are hand marked paper ballots 
with good chain of custody protocols and risk limiting audits.  Brad, we hope you understand 
why the Don wants his voters to go to the polls especially in states without hand marked paper 
ballots and without risk limit audits, and why Mr. T. derided mail in ballots in 2020, knowing his 
minions will follow his advice and Dems will largely do the opposite. 
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The Don understands the best defense is an offense, which is why he immediately screams 
mail-in ballots are fraudulent.  In contrast the weak liberal DNC Democrats like Biden 
defensively, between sips of expensive wine, and polite musing on culture, say the election is 
without fraud. Of course, the DNC types do not understand election electronic fraud is near 
impossible to detect without hand marked paper ballots and risk limiting audits.  A little software 
update here and there serves our vote flipping and/or factional vote algorithms purposes. 

 
 
 
This is not to say the 2020 election was the most secure in history, but the qualifier that 
Christopher Krebs (whom Trump fired) should have said is: secure from foreign state actors like 
Russia or China, not necessarily from domestic malfeasance from the Republican party.  That 
truth would have gotten him fired faster.  We Repubs. are so lucky Krebs did not look into 
domestic electronic election fraud. 
 
 
What we have to watch-out for is AOC and Bernie Democratic types, who actually speak up 
once they are informed.  Lucky for us Trumpers, Biden is surrounded by an uninformed 
consultalkracy that never advises speaking up about complicated election fraud issues, 
otherwise he would answer the Don’s accusation of the vote being rigged with: 
 
 
“Yes, you are right Mr. Trump. there was election fraud, in favor of Republicans: the vote was 
heavily rigged by the Republican Party, between false purges of likely Democratic voters, poll 
closings in Democratic voter areas, gerrymandering in favor of Republicans.  And perhaps most 
importantly, Republican Senator Mitch McConnell blocking election reform legislation that would 
have allowed for hand-marked ballots and risk limiting audits.  In addition, in the 2020 
Presidential election it appears your operatives shifted the electronically tallied votes in 11 
states more than the margin-of-error in your favor, and in favor of Republican senators. The 
malfeasance by the Republican machine in the 2020 election appears even greater than the 
2016 election.  The Biden/Harris victory was likely more over-whelming than the “official” vote 
count.  Given the large likely fraud based Republican shifts from the exit polls, the surprise 
Senate and House of Representatives Republican victories might prove to be false upon a real 
investigation.” 
 
 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (AOC)      You wanted Bernie and the DNC gave you Hilllary then Biden 
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Brad you can see from the two tables one showing the unexpected, beyond statistical margin of 
error shifts, to our Don, Mr. T and the next table showing the unexpected shift to Republican 
Senators like us. 
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The two Republican candidates in Georgia went on to say we count on Biden never speaking 
truth to power, since he is his a polite, weak liberal, and we can count our base hating Biden, 
and defending us with violence.  Our Brown Shirts, we mean, Proud Boys, will sow chaos and 
violence and defend us and the police will be on our side as in another era around 1938 in 
Germany. 
 

 
 
Brad Raffensperger, even though you have angered us by attempting run a fair election, and 
now we have the inconvenience of a run-off on January 5, 2021.  We know your prior good 
deeds for the Georgia Republican party when you purged almost 200,000 voters, so we know 
you are capable of another tribute to the Don and us in our election bid. 
 
 
 
 
Remember Brad, get with the Republican Party program which is: 
1) Purge Voter Rolls of likely Democratic voters, such as: Afro-Americans, Latinx, Asian-
Americans.  
2) Change voter ID laws so as to make it harder for minorities to vote 
3) Close polling places high Democratic voter regions 
4) Redrawn district lines to favor Republicans – Gerrymander 
5) Generally, make it harder for poorer people to vote 
6) In critical swing states change electronic voting systems software to stealthily change votes in 
Republicans favor, and get Republicans to prefer voting at the polls, and deride voting by mail. 
7) Block any legislation that would require hand-marked paper ballots, with a secure chain of 
custody, and risk limiting audits of election results. 
 
Liberal Democrats like Biden and Clinton have shown they will seldom speak up about the 
broken election system.  They will just leave it up to the Democratic grass roots, which has to no 
voice in the major media, to attempt through registration drives to overwhelm Republican 
chicanery.  As in Stacey Abrams efforts in Georgia.  
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With malice and reward to you if ? , signed: Georgia Senators, David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler 
 
 
Also, a youtube video of the above parody can be seen at: https://youtu.be/UBjf3CYJx2I  
 

https://youtu.be/UBjf3CYJx2I

